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Original draft9

Responding carefully and thoroughly to reviewer comments is an essential part of the manuscript10

revision process. But, it also includes some of the most annoying and tedious aspects. Many11

editors request a thorough response that addresses each reviewer comment and provides the line12

number in the revised draft that indicates where the change was made. For me, making sure13

these line number references are correct is one of the most annoying steps. I had been doing all14

of my writing in Word and using the built in line numbers to reference in my response letter.15

However, it’s hard to get these line references completely correct when moving back and forth16

between documents or within a long document. More importantly, even when I have carefully17

added all the line number references to each comment and proofed them all, I inevitably find18

edits I need to make in the text and this also inevitably messes up the line numbering, and I need19

to readjust all of the line references in my response letter. There had to be a better way!20

I recently have been working on writing in LaTeX. While it does have somewhat of a learning21

curve, there are some really great things about it. One is the ability to define your own commands.22

I had a suspicion that there was some way of streamlining the revision/response process using23

LaTeX. A lot of Googling and asking office- and hall-mates later, and I’ve compiled some really24

nice “hacks” that make this process a lot more efficient.25

LaTeX hacks26

I had two goals: (1) find a method for automatically inserting line number references that would27

update the line numbers as I revised, and (2) find a method for quoting a block of text from the28
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revised draft.29

I found two nice descriptions of methods for accomplishing these hacks:30

(1) automated line referencing, from Sean Anderson: http://seananderson.ca/2013/04/28/31

cross-referencing-reviewer-replies-in-latex.html32

33

(2) quoting text, from Kirill Müller: https://github.com/krlmlr/lm-template/tree/quotedtext34

Revised draft35

Responding carefully and thoroughly to reviewer comments is an essential part of the manuscript36

revision process. Many editors request a thorough response that addresses each reviewer comment37

and provides the line number in the revised draft that indicates where the change was made.38

Getting these line references correct can make it easier for editors to find and review changes,39

while getting them wrong can cause needless confusion and annoyance. For authors, making sure40

these line number references are correct in the response letter is one of the most tedious steps in41

the revision process.42

I had been doing all of my writing in Word and using the built in line numbers to reference43

in my response letter. However, it’s hard to get these line references completely correct when44

moving back and forth between documents or within a long document. More importantly, even45

when I have carefully added all the line number references to each comment and proofed them46

all, I inevitably find edits I need to make in the text and this also inevitably messes up the line47

numbering, and I need to readjust all of the line references in my response letter. There had to48

be a better way!49

I recently transitioned to LaTeX for most of my manuscript drafting. While it does have somewhat50

of a learning curve, there are some really great things about it. One is the ability to define your51

own commands. I had a suspicion that there was some way of streamlining the revision/response52

process using LaTeX. A lot of Googling and asking office- and hall-mates later, and I’ve compiled53

some really nice “hacks”.54

LaTeX hacks explained55

I had two goals: (1) find a method for automatically inserting line number references that would56

update the line numbers as I revised, and (2) find a method for quoting a block of text from the57

revised draft that would update in case of further revisions within the block.58

I found two nice descriptions of methods for accomplishing these hacks:59
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Automated line referencing60

Sean Anderson has a nice tutorial on using automated line referencing, and it is the method I’ve61

used here. See http://seananderson.ca/2013/04/28/cross-referencing-reviewer-replies-in-latex.62

html for his full tutorial.63

To use the automated line referencing, you just need to define two new commands in the preamble:64

\newcommand{\R}[1]{\label{#1}\linelabel{#1}}

\newcommand{\lr}[1]{page~\pageref{#1}, line~\lineref{#1}}

The first command is used to set the placement of the line reference tags in the revised text and65

the second command is used to print the line references.66

Then all you need to do is insert67

\R{yourtag}68

wherever you want to pull a line reference from in the revised text and69

\lr{yourtag}70

in your response letter wherever you want to print the line reference. These tags need to be71

unique for each line you want to reference, but you can reference the same line multiple times72

in the response letter, if for example you want to refer to the same line in different parts of the73

response.74

Quoting text75

Kirill Müller posted code for quoting text, and it is the method I’ve used here. See https:76

//github.com/krlmlr/lm-template/tree/quotedtext for the full example code.77

To use the automated text quoting, you need to define three new commands in the preamble:78

\newcommand\declquotedtext[2]{\expandafter\def\csname quotedtext@#1 \endcsname{#2}}

\newcommand\defquotedtext[2]{\declquotedtext{#1}{#2}#2}

\newcommand\usequotedtext[1]{\csname quotedtext@#1 \endcsname}

The first is to tag text you may want to quote later, but don’t want printed in the main text.79

The second is used around text you want to appear in the main text and that you want to quote80

later. The third is used to print these quotes. Again, you’ll need a unique tag for each unique81

quote.82
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Notes on organizing comments / revisions83

Both methods above require unique tags to refer to specific lines or quotes to be printed later.84

I usually go through the reviewer comments and use a combination of Reviewer number and85

comment number to assign unique tags to each comment. Usually I use something like “R1-01”,86

where “R1” indicates the reviewer number (i.e. Reviewer 1 or Reviewer 2, etc.) and “-01”87

indicates the tag for that reviewer’s comment. Then “R1-01” is Reviewer 1’s first comment and88

“R2-03” is Reviewer 2’s third comment.89

Then I can add additional text to the end of these tags to indicate sub-comments or the start/end90

of a block of changed text. To specify the location of a block of text (start and end line numbers),91

add “st” for the where I want to pull the starting line number from and “en” for where the end92

line number reference should be. So, “R1-01st” would be the start position of the line reference93

corresponding to Reviewer 1’s first comment and “R1-01en” would be the ending position of the94

line reference for that comment. Then I can use the start and end tags to specify the range of95

lines for a particular comment like:96

(see text \lr{R1-01st} to \lr{R1-01en})97

I also sometimes use “q” to specify quoted text – this just ensures I don’t get conflicts with the98

regular comment key, which only happens in a few instances. So I’d have a tag like:99

\defquotedtext{R1-01q}100

I also use these comment tags as subsection titles for each comment. This makes it easier to101

jump back and forth between sections because the comments than each appear in the document102

structure. I can also comment out comments that I have finished responding to using “%” before103

the subsection title, which helps me keep track of the comments that still need my attention vs.104

the ones I’ve finished.105

Additional tips106

Tags for line references should be outside of brackets for quoting text.107

There are other ways of quoting text (see http://tex.stackexchange.com/questions/57223/108

automating-quoting-across-latex-documents for many more ideas). However, many meth-109

ods I found require separate documents (i.e. quoting a block of text from text1.tex to text2.tex).110

I wanted to find something that would work within a single document.111

Conclusions112

I hope these methods will save others time and reduce some of the annoying aspects of the113

revision process.114
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Response to reviewer comments115

We thank the reviewers for their helpful comments. Below, we provide each comment (framed)116

followed by our response.117

Reviewer 1118

The goal of this manuscript is to provide ideas for minimizing the tedious or annoying aspects
of responding to reviewer comments, while increasing the accuracy of responses and decreasing
problems for editors. The author does a nice job of providing these suggestions, and the
manuscript, with some small changes, would be very helpful and suitable for distribution.
Below, I summarize my specific comments.

Reviewer 1 line comments:119

Line 11: Rephrase for clarity to emphasize the annoying parts of the revision process, not
that revising in general is annoying.

Response: Text was changed as recommended and now reads: “Many editors request a thorough120

response that addresses each reviewer comment and provides the line number in the revised121

draft that indicates where the change was made. Getting these line references correct can make122

it easier for editors to find and review changes, while getting them wrong can cause needless123

confusion and annoyance. For authors, making sure these line number references are correct in124

the response letter is one of the most tedious steps in the revision process.” (page 2, line 37 to125

page 2, line 42).126

Line 21: Rephrase sentence to be less informal

Response: Rephrased sentence to increase formality. Sentence now reads: “I recently transitioned127

to LaTeX for most of my manuscript drafting.” (page 2, line 50).128

Reviewer 2129

The author summarizes several time-saving methods for responding to reviewer comments.
These hacks will be useful to researchers who use LaTeX to draft their manuscripts. However,
more details are needed to make this user friendly, as specified below.

Reviewer 2 line comments:130
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Page 1, Section “LaTeX hacks”: Please provide additional details about how to use these
commands, especially for people less experienced with LaTeX.

Response: I added a lot more description about how to use the commands (see page 3, line 61131

to page 4, line 111).132
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